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Foreword
Nick Moss Partner, Head of insurance

This General Insurance Update highlights the scale of accounting and regulatory change on the horizon and provides you with
access to our refreshed KPMG General Insurance Insights Dashboard.

Our Insights Dashboard brings to life key financial
information from general insurers’ filed financial
statements through a range of interactive charts
and graphs presenting key industry metrics,
financial position and results up to 30 June 2020.
It enables the data to be filtered to view the
metrics for a particular year or insurer, and provides
comparison of metrics for an individual insurer
to others in the market. On page 4 we provide a
snapshot of the Insights Dashboard and profile the
sector result to 30 June 2020.
With a little more than one year to run before the
date of the new insurance accounting standard’s
IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts opening balance
sheet, the clock is ticking. In KPMG’s Global
IFRS 17 readiness assessment, we focused on
a selected group of 18 insurers, headquartered
in 12 countries and territories, from the Forbes
2020 Global 2000 which have had IFRS 17
implementation programs running for several
years. On page 7, Andrew Naughton - Director
Financial Services draws out the themes from the
survey to provide useful insights to companies as
they work to make IFRS 17 a reality.

While IFRS 17 might be the biggest change to
insurance-related accounting standards in more
than a decade, the change for New Zealand
insurers certainly doesn’t stop there.
We are facing into a period of regulatory change
that is unparalleled. On page 11, James Brownell
- Director Insurance Consulting Lead talks about
getting ahead of this change, including some of the
likely changes that will follow the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand’s review of the Insurance Prudential
Supervision Act and Insurer Solvency Standards,
as well as the Conduct of Financial Institutions Bill
which is on the horizon and the Privacy Act 2020
which is already here. The international experience,
and what we see from the banking sector, tells us
that you should be on the front foot, planning for
material changes not just to your risk management
and compliance functions but also for wider
implications to your business, including strategy
and capital.

The international experience,
and what we see from the
banking sector, tells us that
you should be on the front
foot, planning for material
changes not just to your risk
management and compliance
functions but also for wider
implications to your business

On behalf of KPMG, we hope you enjoy the read.
Please do not hesitate to contact one of the team
at KPMG to assist your organisation in addressing
any of the matters raised in this publication.
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Results and
analysis

New Zealand General Insurance Market:
Results and analysis
Phoebe Gonzalez Senior Manager, Financial Services

KPMG’s 2020 New Zealand General Insurance Insights Dashboard contains a range of interactive charts and graphs presenting key
industry metrics for the past five years. It also enables comparison of metrics for an individual insurer to others in the market.

The highlights
Overall, in 2019/20 the general insurance market
demonstrated modest growth. Insurance profit
grew 4% from $2,077 million in 2018/19 to $2,152
million in 2019/20. This is compared to the strong
growth seen between 2017/18 and 2018/19 of 30%.
Results and analysis
Across the general insurance market, GWP has
increased 5% from $6,959 million in 2018/19 to
$7,297 million in 2019/20. This compares to 9%
growth between 2017/18 and 2018/19, as premium
rate increases initiated in 2018 earned through
2019 and levelled off in 2019/20.
GWP growth is seen across the market, with
some of the largest contributors being IAG New
Zealand ($68 million increase from $2,836 million
in 2018/19 to $2,904 million in 2019/20); Vero
Insurance ($27 million increase from $1,114 million

in 2018/19 to $1,141 million in 2019/20); and
Hollard Insurance ($83 million increase from $185
million in 2018/19 to $268 million in 2019/20).
Compared to GWP growth, net earned premium
has increased 6 percent from $4,481 million in
2018/19 to $4,748 million in 2019/20.
Net claims expense has increased 8 percent from
$2,403 million in 2018/19 to $2,596 million in
2019/20, normalising to more historic levels after
the relatively benign year for weather and little in
the way of natural perils seen in 2018/19.
Insurance Council of New Zealand (ICNZ) data
shows six natural disaster events in the June
2020 year at a total cost of $245.3 million, the
largest of these being the Timaru Hail Storm in
November 2019 with a cost of $171 million. This
compares to just four events at a cost of $14.7m
in June 2019 year. There were nine events at a
total cost of $263.4 million in the June 2018 year.

Insurance profit has grown
4% from $2,077 million in
2018/19 to $2,152 million in
2019/20. This is compared to
strong growth seen between
2017/18 and 2018/19 of 30%
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Excluding the estimated $2.12 billion cost of the
Kaikoura quake, the ten other natural events in the
June 2017 year cost the industry $213.7 million.
This demonstrates that 2019 was a particularly
favourable year in terms of natural events, and
2020 appears to show a return to normal.

2020 Results snapshot
Gross written premium

Insurance profit

As a result of lower GWP growth and a
normalisation of claims experience, there has been
a slight deterioration of loss ratios, with a market
average of 55% in 2019/20 as compared to 54% in
2018/19.

$7,297m

2019/20

$2,152m

2019/20

$6,959m

2018/19

$2,077m

2018/19

$6,388m

2017/18

$1,589m

2017/18

Results announcements from some of the large
insurers indicate that the key themes of 2019/20
were lower new business volumes, increased
customer support offerings and continued
uncertainty as a result of COVID-19.

$5,984m

2016/17

$1,339m

2016/17

General Insurance
Insights Dashboard

Net earned premium

Net incurred claims

$4,748m

2019/20

$2,596m

2019/20

$4,481m

2018/19

$2,403m

2018/19

$4,150m

2017/18

$2,561m

2017/18

$4,029m

2016/17

$2,690m

2016/17

Loss ratio
55%

2019/20

54%

2018/19

62%

2017/18

67%

2016/17
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Testing
times

Testing times: Feedback from leading insurers
on IFRS 17 implementation
Andrew Naughton Director, Financial Services

With a little more than one year to run before the date of the IFRS 17 opening balance sheet, the clock is ticking. In KPMG’s Global
IFRS 17 readiness assessment, we focused on a selected group of 18 insurers, headquartered in 12 countries and territories, from the
Forbes 2020 Global 2000 which have had IFRS 17 implementation programs running for several years. By sharing this knowledge on
an anonymized basis, we hope to provide useful insights to companies as they work to make IFRS 17 a reality.

–

Implementation: build, configure and test.

–

Implementation: dry runs.

–

Optimisation, building comparatives and
readiness for going live.

1. Set up, impact assessment and design
All the companies in our survey have multi-year
and multi-jurisdiction programs which have been in
flight for several years. On average the respondents
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Detailed questions in each phase had five possible
answers ranging from 1 (most sophisticated) to
5 (not yet started). Some insurers, particularly
operational-focused filers who do not use IFRS as
their primary basis of reporting, may choose not
to position themselves at 1. Responses have been
moderated for consistency.

2.2

Fair
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Setup, impact assessment and design.

Two thirds of respondents have completed updating
their target finance systems architecture and are
deep into testing their preferred IFRS 17 solution.
Twenty percent of companies in our survey have
completed end to end dry runs across at least
part of their business, although the majority are
not there yet, completing builds and initial testing.
Among the companies surveyed, trends by size and
geography are not significant, although composites
and life insurers generally appear further advanced
than property casualty insurers.

rated their impact assessment and design as
2.2 out of 5, with two thirds having developed
their target finance systems architecture and
selected and designed relevant IT solutions and
two thirds having developed a full suite of policy
and methodology papers to guide design and
implementation.
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IFRS 17 implementation in four phases: overview

Not st

Questions in our global survey were grouped into
four phases, corresponding to key blocks of tasks
from project launch to go live as follows:

Average score across all respondents
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3.6

Two thirds of companies find it a challenge
to deliver appropriate functional training to
relevant staff at the right time.

–

Even among leading companies, developing
designs for updated processes and controls is
lagging — this is the least advanced of all tasks
in this phase.

2. Implementation: build, configure and test
The average response was 2.7 with half of
respondents having fully updated IT systems which
have either been tested or are ready for testing; half
having completed updating actuarial models; and
one third having updated new data feeds.
2.7
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–

Only 10 percent have involved all three lines of
defence in testing updates to IT systems.
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Half do not yet have a reasonably complete
draft of their updated financial statements
and have not yet updated their chart of
accounts and posting schemes, an important
proof point to define data requirements
with one third acknowledging there is still
further work needed to identify new data
requirements and sources.
Nearly 80 percent are still developing their
approach to transition and building their
opening balance sheet.

3
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Average score across all respondents
When asked what could work better:
–

Forty percent of companies are not tracking
and prioritizing open issues, workarounds
and matters of interpretation creating greater
challenges in demonstrating governance and
oversight compared with earlier phases.

–

Eighty five percent of companies have not
yet designed quantitative IAS 8 disclosures
(disclosure of the impact of forthcoming
changes), an important public disclosure of the
impact of these changes.

–

Updating planning and forecasting,
management reporting and key performance
indicators is a major task for those where IFRS
is the group’s main basis of reporting.

3. Implementation: dry runs
The average score for the implementation of dry
runs was 3.6 . Twenty percent of companies have
completed end to end dry runs across at least
part of their business. One third have developed
plans to handle parallel running once their opening
balance sheet has been developed, although only
two companies have completed updating their
consolidation systems, so several of those that
have completed dry runs are using workarounds to
collate the data.
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80 percent of companies have refreshed their
finance target operating model but only a
minority use it to guide design decisions.
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When asked what could work better:

Not st

When asked what could work better:

Average score across all respondents
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4. Optimization, comparatives and readiness
for go live
Unsurprisingly, few companies have yet to develop
detailed plans for this phase of activity, with an
average score of 4.6 out of 5. Of those that have
developed plans to tackle transition and build
comparatives, a quarter have developed plans to test
their interim reporting capability separately from their
full close — a subtlety often overlooked.
We will revisit and share progress in the future.
4.6
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Average score across all respondents
Conclusion
In New Zealand, we observed that insurers slowed
down their IFRS 17 implementation programs in 2020
following disruptions created by COVID-19 lockdowns.
Insurers shifted their focus, including people and
financial resources, from other projects such as IFRS
17 to more urgent and pressing demands. Based on
this and the key themes drawn out from the survey,
outlined below are thoughts on how insurers can
re-focus on their IFRS 17 implementation programs.

Early analysis of data and disclosures: Front runners
identify disclosure requirements rigorously at an early
stage of their implementation program and use this
to guide data requirements and design decisions,
avoiding costly rework.
Effective use of working assumptions: Allows multiple
tasks to proceed in parallel rather than sequentially,
accelerating progress in a compressed time frame.
Front runners define working assumptions, keep
them under careful review and refine them as
interpretations evolve, rather than back end loading
critical decisions.
Staying in control: Front runners implement effective
governance and oversight from the get go, allowing
them to identify slippages and correct where needed.
They understand the need to design and test controls
throughout implementation as well as controls over
new reporting processes, avoiding a scramble to
back-fit controls close to the finish line.
Rigorous testing: Closely linked to controls, front
runners understand the importance of testing;
testing new data feeds, new systems, new
processes and new reports and results. They plan
for rigorous testing and know they need to allow the
time for re-work and re-testing in order to face the
new world of IFRS 17 in confidence.
With a little more than one year before the date of the
IFRS 17 opening balance sheet, the clock is ticking.
There is no time to further delay implementation
projects, with few programs having as many
dedicated and experienced people as they would like.
Further there will be increasing pressure to begin
disclosing the impacts of the new standard in line
with the requirements of IAS 8 Accounting Policies,

Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors as IFRS
17 may significantly impact the financial results on
transition. Urgent actions to take include:
–

further developing and strengthening
implementation plans;

–

reassessing time required to test, validate and
configure IT solutions with software vendors
(finance and/or actuarial software programmes);

–

boosting current infrastructure for data capture,
storage and integration to actuarial and finance
systems to ensure future state of completing
required disclosures is practical and a less
time-consuming process;

–

considering the option of parallel runs;

–

engaging with stakeholders on the expected
impacts of the standard;

–

identifying opportunities to make further
process changes, particularly in finance and
actuarial areas; and

–

using the change as an opportunity to enhance
current financial reporting processes and
infrastructure.

Adding to the complexity is the potential impact of a
changing regulatory environment, including a review
of the Insurance (Prudential Supervision) Act and
Insurance Solvency Standards.
It’s critical that momentum is maintained and that
insurers don’t lose sight of the ultimate goal of
having a global standard that aids comparability and
transparency of reporting.
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Significant
regulatory
change

Regulatory agenda and change
James Brownell Director, Insurance Consulting Lead

We are facing into a period of regulatory change that is unparalleled, and we believe Insurers shouldn’t wait for the regulations to
be finalised to get started. Now is almost too late. Even prior to the impact of COVID-19 in 2020, the sheer volume of regulatory
change on the horizon for insurance companies in New Zealand was unprecedented. This will result in significant challenges for both
management and boards over the coming years.

The current situation
The regulatory agenda for 2021 has been driven by
a combination of international events, reviews and
technical changes, together with local events which
have highlighted the need for greater regulatory
oversight and supervision of the insurance sector
within New Zealand.
Although all of the initiatives highlighted in the
timeframe overleaf will impact insurers, we have
focused on three of the key changes in this article.

1.

as a graduated and flexible set of solvency
measures and triggers, with a prudential capital
buffer and an escalating supervisory response
as the buffer reduces

Significant changes to the prudential
regulatory regime / solvency standards on
the horizon

After deferring the initial review in 2020, the
Reserve Bank of New Zealand (“RBNZ”) has
relaunched its review of the Insurance Prudential
Supervision Act (IPSA) 2010 and associated Insurer
Solvency Standards. Consultations are due to
take place throughout 2021 and 2022 with final
standards likely to be in place late 2023.

–

Introduce group level supervision for insurance
groups using non-operating holding companies
and insurance subsidiaries in order to ensure
capital integrity and protection against
contagion risk within the group

–

Introduce outsourcing requirements for all
insurers (especially for underwriting agencies,
third party claims managers and reinsurance)

–

Enhance conduct regulation and insurance
intermediary supervision.

The review has been driven by the
identification of the need to:
–

–

Issue enforceable prudential standards on
key risks, governance, risk management and
controls to make the RBNZ’s supervisory
expectations more transparent and support
supervisory preventive action

Now is your opportunity to participate and have
your say in shaping the regulations that will direct
the industry for the next decade.

Modify the Solvency Standards so they operate
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Upcoming regulatory timeframes:
Drafting of
legislation (second
half of 2023)

IPSA/
Solvency
IFRS 17 comes
into force
(January 2023)

IFRS 17

Financial
Advice
Regime

Full licensing opens at the
start of the new regime (15
March 2021).

Insurance
Contracts
Law review
Cyber
Resilience
Privacy
Act

CoFI Regime comes into
force (estimated 3 years
after Bill is passed)

CoFI Bill passed
(estimated late 2021)

CoFI

Transitional period ends.
Financial advice advisors must
have full licence (Early 2023)

Exposure draft Bill
for consultation
(mid 2021).
Public Consultation for
Cyber Resilience (closes
29 January 2021)
Privacy Act comes
into force
(December 2020)
RBNZ Bill expected
to come into force
(July 2022)

RBNZ Bill expected
to pass into law
(September 2021)

RBNZ Bill

Q4 2020

Q2 2021
Q1 2021

Q4 2021
Q3 2021

Q2 2022
Q1 2022

Q4 2022
Q3 2022

© 2020 KPMG, a New Zealand Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organisation of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Limited, a private English company limited by guarantee. All rights reserved.

Q2 2023
Q1 2023

Q4 2023
Q3 2023

Document Classification: KPMG Confidential
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1

2.

Conduct of Financial Institutions Bill (CoFI)
is coming

If you’re not talking to your board about CoFI,
you have missed another substantial shift in the
landscape, this time on Conduct. The amendments
to CoFI were submitted by the Finance and
Expenditure Committee (FEC) in August 2020. This
will introduce greater clarity around fair conduct
programmes which include requiring effective
policies, processes, systems and controls to:
–

Design and manage the provision of services
and products

–

Identify, monitor and manage conduct risks

–

Identify and mitigate conduct breaches

–

Initiate and maintain regular training for
employees, agents and intermediaries

–

Manage or supervise employees, agents and
intermediaries

This bill will give regulators, specifically the
FMA, real power going forward that they haven’t
previously had. Insurers can expect a more intensive
supervisory regime with respect to conduct.
3.

Privacy Act 2020 is here

While the Privacy Act 2020 came into force on 1
December 2020 (replacing the Privacy Act 1993),
this wasn’t a tinkering of the 1993 Act but rather
a substantial update that brings the Act into the
21st century. It imposes significant new regulations
for data that is provided and stored digitally. Key
additions include:

–

Prescriptive requirements to
report a privacy breach

–

The Privacy Commissioner may issue
compliance notices and enforce access

–

Stricter guidelines on the collection
of personal information

–

Stricter guidelines for cross-border data flows

What needs to be done
There is a saying that ‘it never rains, it pours’ and
these regulatory changes come at a challenging
time as New Zealand insurers grapple with
COVID-19, rapid technological transformation
and general industry disruption. The international
experience, and what we see from the banking
sector, tells us that you need to be on the front
foot, planning for material changes to not just your
risk management and compliance functions but
also for the wider implications to your business,
strategy and capital.
Get ahead of the change
We encourage insurers to be proactive in terms of
managing their regulatory response and associated
change and engage in the relevant consultations
either directly or through industry forums. These
should include establishing the likely changes and
relevance to your business.

These regulatory
changes come at
a challenging time
as New Zealand
insurers grapple
with COVID-19,
rapid technological
transformation and
general industry
disruption

Policies and procedures will need to be
updated to reflect any changes, and training
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will need to be provided to employees and
directors to help them ensure the new
regulations or guidelines are being followed.
Insurers that are proactive to this regulatory change
can shift attention earlier to the emerging risk
and regulatory landscape and focus on strategic
implications. Those that aren’t, risk getting bogged
down dealing with issues and remediations
associated with non-compliance.
Ensure risk governance is fit for purpose
The introduction of comprehensive additional
standards on risk management is likely to increase
reporting across customer outcomes, third parties
and reinsurers as well as the requirement for more
formal consideration of non-underwriting risk.
As the risk management environment increases
in complexity, reporting will need to be
strengthened to ensure risks and issues are
escalated appropriately to enable Risk Committees
and Boards to consider these from a strategic
perspective. Reporting should be more focused
on lead indicators such as risk capability and
demonstrating that policies and procedures are
working rather than simply reporting when they
are not.
Clarity on accountability, roles and
responsibility across the three lines of defence
How comfortable are you that you have clear
accountability for the maintenance of obligations
as these are introduced? Insurers that clarify
roles, responsibilities and accountabilities for risk

management across the 3 Lines of Defence set a
solid foundation for changes going forward.
Could great risk management be a strategic
advantage?
Insurers that raise the bar in terms of risk
management standards and reporting, will be
able to leverage strategic benefits from risk and
customer insights.
Furthermore, the likely formal prudential
requirements around production of an Internal
Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP).
Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) should
also allow insurers to align various stakeholder
objectives and better balance risk appetite, capital
and strategy. Is your firm considering these
implications?
Where to Next?
As countries and governments across the globe
begin to overcome the initial shock of COVID-19,
and the temporary hiatus from regulatory scrutiny
draws to a close, it is likely that more items will be
added to the regulatory agenda in the coming years
with Environmental, Societal and Governance (ESG)
and Operational Resilience being focus areas in the
UK and Australia.
Insurers in NZ will need to get used to this
increased level of regulatory focus, take the lessons
learned elsewhere to maintain their competitive
position and leverage strategic benefits associated
with these changes.
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